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DNA 29/10/19 MCQs Answers 
Previous Year Question Prelims - 2016 
Q. The FAO accords the status of ‘Globally Important Agricultural Heritage System (GIAHS)’ 
to traditional agricultural systems. What is the overall goal of this initiative? 
1. To provide modern technology, training in modern farming methods and financial support to 
local communities of identified GIAHS so as to greatly enhance their agricultural productivity 
2. To identify and safeguard eco-friendly traditional farm practices and their associated 
landscapers, agricultural biodiversity and knowledge systems of the local communities 
3. To provide Geographical Indication status to all the varieties of agricultural produce in such 
identified GIAHS 
Select the correct answer using the code given below. 
(a) 1 and 3 only 
(b) 2 only 
(C) 2 and 3 only 
(d) 1, 2 and 3 
 
Answer: (b) 2 only 
Explanation:  
● Statement 1 and 2: In order to safeguard and support the world’s agri-cultural heritage 

systems, in 2002 FAO started an initiative for the dynamic conservation of Globally 
Important Agricultural Heritage systems (GIAHS). So, clearly modern practices wouldn’t be 
relevant to the initiative. 1 is incorrect. 

● Statement 2: The initiative intends to safeguard the social, cultural, economic and 
environmental goods and services of these heritage systems. So, 2 is correct. 

● Statement 3: There is no such provision. GI is accorded to products from a certain origin (e.g. 
Hyderabadi Biryani) and not to traditional agricultural systems. 
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Important News Articles 
 
Page 1: Justice Bobde appointed next CJI 
He is part of the five-judge Constitution Bench that will soon deliver the judgment 
in the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid title dispute case. 
 
Page 1: India, Saudi Arabia constitute Strategic Partnership Council 
PM Modi addresses Future Investment Initiative Summit 
 
Page 2: Vice-President stresses need for parliamentary reforms 
 
PIB: Vice President seeks a new political normal based on 15 point reform 
charter for better functioning of Parliament 
Naidu lays out a 16-point agenda for the way forward 
 
Page 8: Renovation of 13th century temple to begin soon 
The temple in Shivamogga district, built during the Hoysala rule, has developed 
cracks and seepage 
 
Page 9: 36 million Indians face flood risk: study 
‘Number of those affected may be underestimated’ 
 
Page 13: Sharp fall in number of Pakistanis visiting India 
Bangladeshis make up the largest block of foreign visitors 
 
Page 15: Govt. to work on relief package for telcos 
Industry stares at over ₹1.4 lakh-crore payout to exchequer 
 
Page 20: Assamese Bhaona to make an English debut in Abu Dhabi 
Three siblings seek to take the folk theatre form to a global audience 
 
PIB: Finance Minister Released Commemorative Coin on Paramahansa 
Yogananda  
Step taken to mark his 125th Birth Anniversary 
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Important Editorials 

 

Page 10: The new gold standard in development economics? 
 
Page 10: Deep traps 
 
Page 11: Legal pluralism in personal law 
 
Page 11: India’s Afghanistan conundrum 
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Page 1: Justice Bobde appointed next CJI 
Justice Sharad Arvind Bobde was appointed the next Chief Justice of India (CJI) on 
Tuesday after President Ram Nath Kovind signed the warrant of his appointment. 
 
Context: 

❖ The 63-year-old judge will take oath as the country’s 47th CJI. 

❖ He will have a tenure of 17 months until April 23, 2021.  

❖ As per convention, the former CJI had recommended the name of Justice Bobde — the most 
senior judge of the Supreme Court — to succeed him. 

 
Appointment of Chief Justice of India: 
● The Constitution of India does not have any provision for criteria and procedure for 

appointing the CJI.  
● Article 124(1) of the Indian Constitution says there “shall be a Supreme Court of India 

consisting of a Chief Justice of India”. 
● In the absence of a constitutional provision, the procedure relies on custom and convention. 
 
The Convention 
● When the incumbent CJI retires (all Supreme Court judges retire at the age of 65), the 

senior most judge in the SC becomes the CJI. 
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● Seniority, is not defined by age, but by the number of years an individual has been serving as 
a judge of the apex court. 

● In an instance where two judges have served for the exact same time, because they were 
appointed as SC judges on the same day, other factors are used to determine the seniority of 
the judges, like which judge has more years of experience in the high court and if either of 
them were nominated from the bar directly. 

 
Previous Year Question Prelims - 2012 
Q. What is the provision to safeguard the autonomy of the Supreme Court of India? 
1. While appointing the Supreme Court Judges, the President of India has to consult the Chief 

Justice of India. 
2. The Supreme Court Judges can be removed by the Chief Justice of India only. 
3. The salaries of the Judges are charged on the Consolidated Fund of India to which the 

legislature does not have to vote. 
4. All appointments of officers and staffs of the Supreme Court of India are made by the 

Government only after consulting the Chief Justice of India. 
Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 
(a) 1 and 3 only 
(b) 3 and 4 only 
(c) 4 only 
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 
Page 1: India, Saudi Arabia constitute Strategic Partnership Council 
PM Modi on Tuesday announced the formation of the India-Saudi Strategic Partnership 
Council that will be led by the leaderships of both countries. The announcement was made 
in Saudi capital Riyadh where PM Modi paid a visit during October. 
Context: 
● In a significant upgradation of the strategic partnership, PM Modi and Saudi Crown Prince 

signed the Strategic Partnership Council Agreement. 
● The other agreements between the two sides, inked by their respective officials, were on: 

➢ Cooperation in the field of renewable energy. 

➢ Security cooperation.  

➢ Combating illicit trafficking and smuggling of narcotic drugs. 

➢ Psychotropic substances and chemical precursors.  

➢ Defence - on collaboration in military acquisition, industries, research, development 
and technology. 
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Recent Developments: 
● Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi was the Chief Guest of 2017 Republic Day of India. 
● India was designated as the Guest of Honour country at Abu Dhabi Music and Art festival 

2018. 
● India and UAE signed an MOU for cooperation in Africa. 
● India UAE had their first bilateral Naval exercise in March 2018 named ‘Gulf Star 1’, 

which took place off the coast of Abu Dhabi. 
● India UAE signed a currency swap agreement in December last year which will boost trade 

and economic relationship between two countries and reduce India’s dependence on US 
Dollar. 

● Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) has signed agreement to explore storing 
Crude oil in Indian Strategic Reserve in Padur. 

● ADNOC also filled up 1.5 million tonnes of crude oil in Mangalore strategic reserve, the 
only foreign and private player so far to have invested in storing in Indian strategic reserve. 

● Abu Dhabi government allotted land for construction of first Hindu Temple in Abu Dhabi. 
There are two Hindu temples in UAE, both in Dubai. 

● UAE and India signed an MOU in field of manpower exploring the possibility of linking 
their respective e-platforms for the benefit and welfare of Indian workers going to UAE. 

● India and UAE is fast-tracking food corridor.  
● This will entail investment by UAE in Indian agriculture sector benefiting farmers and 

creating additional jobs in food processing logistics etc.  
● It will also help in food security for UAE. 
● The UAE is one of the biggest overseas markets for Indian cinema apart from the UK and 

USA. 
 
India-Saudi Arabia Relations: 
● Trade and cultural links between ancient India and Arabia date back to the third millennium 

BC. 
● By 1000 AD, the trade relations between southern India and Arabia flourished and became 

the backbone of the Arabian economy. 
● Arab traders held a monopoly over the spice trade between India and Europe until the rise of 

European imperialist empires. 
● India was one of the first nations to establish ties with the Third Saudi State. 
● During the 1930s, India heavily funded Nejd through financial subsidies. 
 

Page 2: Vice-President stresses need for parliamentary reforms 
PIB: Vice President seeks a new political normal based on 15 point reform charter for 
better functioning of Parliament 
There is a need for reorientation on the part of MPs and more so a pressing need for 
parliamentary reforms to restore the trust of the people in parliamentary institutions. 
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Context: 
Problems in the parliamentary system include: 
● The declining number of sittings of legislatures  
● Persistent disruptions  
● Declining quality of debates 
● Growing number of legislatures with criminal records 
● High degree of absenteeism 
● Inadequate representation of women 
● Increase in money and muscle power in elections 
● Lack of inner democracy in functioning of the political parties, among others. 
● A 16-point agenda was laid down for the way forward for parliamentary reforms, which 

includes the need to review anti-defection law to address “grey areas” that led to the 
expulsion of legislators and a review of the whip System which was stifling reasonable 
dissent within parties even over non-consequential matters. 

● There is a need to fix longer tenures for Standing Committees to ensure their effective 
functioning. 

● There is a need to improve the representation of women, stronger rules with regard to 
attendance, regular reports on the performance of legislators, the need to make effective 
interventions with regard to criminality and unethical conduct among legislators, the 
need for simultaneous elections and more.  

● He added that the government needs to be responsive to the views and concerns of 
Opposition while among other interventions. 

 
Previous Year Question Mains - 2014 
Q. The ‘Powers, Privileges and Immunities of Parliament and its Members’ as envisaged in 
Article 105 of the Constitution leave room for a large number of un-codified and un-enumerated 
privileges to continue. Assess the reasons for the absence of legal codification of the 
‘parliamentary privileges’. How can this problem be addressed?  
 

Page 8: Renovation of 13th century temple to begin soon 
Work on renovation of the historical 13th century Lakshmi Narasimha temple in 
Bhadravati of district that developed leaks after the recent rains will commence soon. 
About the Temple: 
● It is dedicated to an incarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu and was built by the Hoysalas in the 

early 13th century.  
● It is located in Bhadravati, an industrial town and taluk in the Shimoga District of Karnataka 

state, India. 
● The architectural style has a triple shrine (vimana) construction thus, qualifying as a 

‘trikuta’ with two "exceptional" stellate forms, one for the shrine facing west and one for 
the shrines facing north and south, the basic building material being Soapstone.  
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● The temple stands on a jagati and the outer wall exhibits a two tier decorative plan. 

 
 

Salient features of Hoysala Architecture: 
● Makartorana : It leads to the mantapa of the temples. It is made with sculpted images of 

makara in lintel form that overhead one to the temple. 
● Mantapa : Hoysala temples have features of both open (outer mantapa) and closed mantapa 

(innner mantapa). The ceilings of the mantapa are highly ornate bearing mythological figures 
and floral design. 

● Pillars : The mantapas of Hoysala temples have circular pillars. Each pillar bear four 
brackets in the top with sculpted figures. 

● Cella (vimana) : The characteristic feature of vimana in Hoysala temples is that they are 
plain inside while outside is profusely elaborated. 

● Shrine : The Hoysala temples generally bears one or more shrines. The temples are classified 
as ekakuta (one shrine), dvikuta (two shrines) etc relating to the number of shrines. 

● Development of kalasa : The Hoysala temples bear a very nice vase shaped water pot that 
stands on the top most portion of the temple tower. 

● Salabhanjika : It is the peculiar feature of Hoysala sculpture. The origin of this mythical 
woman figure trace back its orgin from the Buddhist sculpture. Salabhanjika or madanika is a 
mythical women figure with stylized feminine characters who stands near a tree or grasping a 
branch of a tree. Sometimes, they are portrayed engaging in artistic activities like music, 
dance etc. 
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These sculpted figures are seen in each four bracket that places in the top of pillars of 
Hoysala temples. Besides this, each side of the makartorana is heavily sculpted with figures 
of salabhanjika. 

● Kirtimukh : The figure of kirtimukhh ornates the vimana of some Hoysala temples. 
● Mythical presentation : No other dynasty had been able to present Hindu mythology in 

sculpted and architectural form than the Hoysala dynasty. The pictures from Ramayana, 
Mahabharata and Puranas are very vigorously decorated in the walls of the Hoysala temples. 
At the entrance of the makartorana, various scenes are depicted from the Hindu mythology in 
sequential manner in clockwise direction. 

● General decoration : Besides mythical presentation, the walls of Hoysala temples are 
decorated with live panels of musicians, dancers, animals etc. 

● Artistic plan : The shrine of the Hoysala temples are generally seen in stellate shaped though 
sometimes staggered square plan is visible. 

● Erotica : In some temples of Hoysala dynasty erotic sculptures are seen swayed by sakta 
tradition prevailing that time. 

 

 
 
Previous Year Question Prelims - 2018 
Q. Building ‘Kalyaana Mandapas’ was a notable feature in the temple construction in the 
kingdom of 
(a) Chalukya 
(b) Chandela 
(c) Rashtrakuta 
(d) Vijayanagara 
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Page 9: 36 million Indians face flood risk: study 
The number of Indians who stand to be affected by rising sea levels may have been 
underestimated by as much as 88%, according to a study that uses a new modelling 
approach. 
● In India, 36 million people would face annual flooding by 2050 and 44 million by 2100 if 

emissions continue to rise unabated.  
● Nearly 21 million are expected to be living below the High Tide Line, the boundary that 

marks the farthest to which the sea reaches into the land at high tide. 
● A new software called CoastalDEM has been employed. 
● Estimates on the risks posed by flooding now rely on detailed maps of the globe taken by the 

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), which was a radar mapping system that 
travelled aboard the space shuttle Endeavour in 2000. 

● The maps so prepared form the basis for determining the elevation of the earth’s topography. 
● CoastalDEM is said to be more accurate and reduces linear vertical bias from 4.71 m to less 

than 0.06 m. 
● It does so because it uses more variables — vegetation cover, population indices — to 

estimate the actual land surface and more sophisticated modelling techniques. 
 
Below tide lines 
● Their analysis suggests that globally nearly 110 million people live on land below the current 

high tide lines and 250 million on land below annual flood levels, in contrast with SRTM-
based estimates of 28 million and 65 million respectively. 

● Current climate studies say that climate change has caused global mean sea level to rise by 
11-16 cm in the 20th century and is expected to by as much as 2 m by the end of this century. 
Other than India, the flood risk has also been underestimated for China at 93 million, as 
opposed to the current estimates of 29 million; Bangladesh at 42 million vs 5 million; 
Vietnam 31 million vs 9 million; Indonesia 23 million vs 5 million; Thailand 12 million vs 1 
million. 
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Page 13: Sharp fall in number of Pakistanis visiting India 
There has been a sharp decline in the number of Pakistanis visiting India in the past three 
years, according to the annual report of the Union Home Ministry. 
● From 1,04,720 in 2016, the number fell to 57,283 in the whole of 2018 and the first three 

months of 2019.  
● In August 2016, India put in place an electronic visa clearance process for Pakistani 

citizens.  
● For countries under the restricted category, such as Pakistan, China and Afghanistan, any 

visa application has to be cleared by the Ministry after receiving inputs from the security 
agencies within 60 days. 

 
 

● The highest number of foreign visitors in the 15 months from January 1, 2018 to March 31, 
2019 was from Bangladesh.  

● Of the 1.37 crore foreigners who came to India during the period, around 28.76 lakh were 
from Bangladesh, followed by 18.63 lakh from the U.S. and 13.69 lakh from the U.K., the 
report said. 
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Deportations 
● Out of the foreigners deported by the authorities of the Foreigners Regional Registration 

Office (FRRO) during the 15 months, the highest number belonged to Nigeria, followed by 
Bangladesh and Somalia, the report said.  

● In 2017, of all those deported, the highest were from Nigeria, followed by Bangladesh and 
Afghanistan. 

● In the 15-month period, a total of 16,121 long-term visas were granted to Pakistani 
nationals.  

● A long-term visa is a precursor to Indian citizenship. The visa facility was first introduced in 
2011 for persecuted Hindus from Pakistan.  

 

Page 15: Govt. to work on relief package for telcos 
The government has constituted a Committee of Secretaries (CoS), headed by Cabinet 
Secretary Rajiv Gauba, to work out a relief package for the telecom sector, a move that 
may help mitigate the impact of the more than ₹1.4 lakh crore that the telcos may need to 
pay the exchequer following a recent Supreme Court order. 
● The CoS will also review various demands made by the industry, including deferment of 

spectrum auction payment due for the next two years, reduction in spectrum usage 
charges and the Universal Service Obligation Fund levy. 

 
 

● TRAI is expected to examine prescribing a minimum charge for voice and data services to 
ensure long-term viability and robust financial health of the sector. 

● The panel is expected to submit recommendations in a time-bound manner. 
 
₹4 lakh-crore debt 
● The industry’s debt currently stands at about ₹4 lakh crore.  
● Last week, the Supreme Court upheld the government’s position on including revenue from 

non-telecommunication businesses in calculating the annual adjusted gross revenue 
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(AGR) of telecom companies, a share of which is paid as licence and spectrum fee to the 
exchequer.  

● Following the order, the telcos may have to pay the government ₹1.42 lakh crore within 
three months. 

● According to the DoT’s calculations, Bharti Airtel’s liability stands at about ₹42,000 crore 
while Vodafone Idea may have to shell out about ₹40,000 crore. Reliance Jio may have to 
pay about ₹13 crore. 

● Noting the gross revenue of the industry had fallen between 2017-18 and 2018-19, the source 
said the price of data for the customer at an average of ₹8 per GB is perhaps the lowest in the 
world.  

 

 
 

Page 20: Assamese Bhaona to make an English debut in Abu Dhabi 
Almost 500 years after saint-reformer Srimanta Sankardeva experimented with the 
literary language of Brajavali, Assam’s Bhaona has now reached foreign shores in an 
English avatar. 
● Entertainment played a major role in the neo-Vaishnavite movement that Sankardeva started 

in Assam.  
● He wrote his prose in Sanskrit but used Assamese and Brajavali to develop Borgeet, a 

new form of spiritual music, and Bhaona, a mythology-based theatrical performance, and 
monastic dances that evolved into the classical Sattriya. 
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● Linguistic researchers say Sankardeva needed to connect with his Assamese masses, who did 
not expect the divine characters of his plays to speak in the common man’s language. So he 
created the Brajavali, a literary language limited to theatrical usage. 

● A Bhaona, involving dialogues, songs and dances by performers in costumes and ornaments, 
usually involves 40-50 people, including those playing heavy drums and cymbals. 

 

 
 
PIB: Finance Minister Released Commemorative Coin on Paramahansa Yogananda 
The Union Minister for Finance & Corporate Affairs Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman released a 
special commemorative coin on Paramahansa Yogananda to mark his 125th birth 
anniversary. 
Paramahansa Yogananda  
● He was an Indian monk, yogi and guru who introduced millions to 

the teachings of meditation and Kriya Yoga through his 
organization Self-Realization Fellowship (SRF) / Yogoda Satsanga 
Society (YSS) of India.  

● He was a chief disciple of the Bengali yoga guru Swami Sri 
Yukteswar Giri. 

● He was sent by his lineage to spread the teachings of yoga to the 
West, to prove the unity between Eastern and Western religions. 

● His long-standing influence in the American yoga movement, and 
especially the yoga culture of Los Angeles, led him to be considered 
by yoga experts as the "Father of Yoga in the West." 

● He published his book Autobiography of a Yogi in 1946. In 2014, a documentary, "Awake: 
The Life of Yogananda" was released. 
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Previous Year Question Mains - 2018 
Q. The Bhakti movement received a remarkable re-orientation with the advent of Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu. Discuss. 
 
 


